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Abstract
Security has been broadly accustomed as one of the capital obstacles to the acceptance of Internet cyberbanking and it is
advised an important aspect in the agitation over challenges adverse internet banking. The achievement appraisal of
cyberbanking websites requires a archetypal that enables us to assay the assorted acute factors and belief accompanying
to the superior and achievement of cyberbanking websites. Cyberbanking website appraisal is a circuitous and activating
botheration involving abounding factors, and because of the abstract considerations and the ambiguities complex in the
assessment, Fuzzy Logic (FL) archetypal can be an able apparatus in assessing and evaluating of cyberbanking aegis
achievement and quality. In this paper, we adduce an able achievement appraisal archetypal for evaluating cyberbanking
aegis websites. The proposed archetypal is based on FL operators and produces four measures of aegis accident advance
dimensions: absolute centralized attack, advice analytical attack, cipher programming advance and abnegation of account
advance with a hierarchical ring band structure. Our beginning after-effects appearance that absolute centralized advance
accident has a ample appulse on cyberbanking aegis performance. The after-effects aswell affirm that the accident of
absolute centralized advance for cyberbanking activating websites is angled that of all added attacks
I. Introduction
Electronic cyberbanking systems accommodate users with simple admission to cyberbanking services, including,
retrieving the antithesis of an account, money transfers amid accounts, retrieving an annual history, etc [8]. The amount
of claimed computers and internet users are increasing. Barter generally like to use new advice technologies for the
assorted online affairs accompanying internet cyberbanking and online shopping. In online shopping, the internet
provides barter with the alternative adaptability and saves them a abundant accord of time in authoritative arcade
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decisions. The accretion aggregate of electronic commerce generates a agnate appeal for cyberbanking transaction
processes offered by cyberbanking institutions and banks. Furthermore, added aftereffect activities such as paying bills,
appointment funds amid accounts, and acclaim card-related affairs charge to be candy online [7]. Therefore, the
customer-oriented appeal on internet cyberbanking increases. Security has been broadly accustomed as one of the capital
obstacles to the acceptance of internet cyberbanking [4]. The achievement appraisal of cyberbanking websites requires a
archetypal that enables us to analyse the assorted important factors accompanying to the superior and achievement of
cyberbanking websites. Back cyberbanking website appraisal is a circuitous and activating problem, Fuzzy Logic (FL)
can be an able apparatus in assessing and evaluating cyberbanking aegis achievement back FL offers a accustomed way
of ambidextrous with superior factors rather than exact values. In this paper, we investigate the altered superior ambit
accompanying to internet cyberbanking aegis by aggravating to acknowledgment questions such as: What are the a lot of
important belief with advertence to aegis that satisfies e- cyberbanking barter and bankers. Moreover, we architectonics
and codify a simple adjustment to appraise the superior of cyberbanking websites for barter and decision-makers. The
altered belief called for evaluating the cyberbanking websites are acquired through a absolute investigation, basic
fieldwork, interviews, observations, analysis questionnaire, automatic assessing scanning accoutrement and appointment
with several experts. The cardboard is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the alignment acclimated to aggregate
abstracts and Section 3 discusses the aegis architectonics of internet cyberbanking and FL Expert System. Section 5
presents the proposed FL archetypal for cyberbanking aegis achievement and superior assessment. Section 6 shows the
altered aphorism abject anatomy and entries for all the proposed archetypal phases. Section 7 reveals the accomplishing
after-effects afterwards defuzzification action and again abstracts are accustomed in Section 8.
2. Analysis Methodology
2.1 Basic Fieldworks: Case Study
We conducted a basic fieldwork case abstraction on arch private-sector banks in Jordan over three-month aeon to
accomplish the analysis objectives. The analysis techniques acclimated in the case abstraction are: accessible and semistructured interviews, observations and accord in the activity management, and analysis of documents. We acclimated an
accessible and semi structured interviews with the chief admiral of the IT department, e-security and cyberbanking
operations in the banks. We apparent from the conducted interviews that internet cyberbanking in Jordan is adverse
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difficulties that absolute the development of cyberbanking casework in the future. These difficulties include:
abridgement of regulations, behavior and cyberbanking laws and legislation to assure barter from internet fraud,
abridgement of internet admission acceleration and telecommunications infrastructures, abridgement of internet
acquaintance ability and accepted computer skills, top internet affiliation costs and assuredly security, aloofness and
affirmation problems that awful admission the accepting of internet cyberbanking and increases the abhorrence of
appliance it [3].
2.2 Mail Check Survey
We advised a mail questionnaire, which has been beatific to a amount of accidental Jordan Ahli Bank advisers and
clients. The primary objectives of the check were (1) to appraise the achievement of barter apropos the achievement
superior and aegis procedures of Jordan Ahli Bank internet cyberbanking website (2) to acknowledge the acumen of
audience in agreement of appliance the internet both as advice apparatus and as a supply channel. The check analysis
showed that the aegis agency is advised one of the a lot of important factors accompanying to cyberbanking back
casework such as money transfers and cyberbanking payments cannot be accessible to any affectionate of attacks [19].
Furthermore, the abridgement of assurance, trust, aloofness and aegis arrest the cyberbanking development. In added
words, if barter don’t affirmation aegis and aloofness in e-banking, they don’t accomplish affairs accompanying to
money via the internet [20].
2.3 Automated Aegis Scanning Tools
With the advice of automated hacking and arise accoutrement as able-bodied as web scanner applications, we managed
to analysis and appraise the akin of aegis and vulnerability of the cyberbanking websites case study. This action helped
us in free and allegory the analytical factors accompanying to scanning, testing and assessing cyberbanking websites
achievement factors. For example, we acclimated Acunetix Web Vulnerability Scanner (WVS) [1] for automatically
testing web sites for vulnerabilities such as SQL attacks, Cross Site Scripting, CRLF injection, Directory Traversal,
Authentication Hacking and Google Hacking. So we can see from the case study, the analysis conducted, and the
automated aegis scanning accoutrement that the greatest claiming to cyberbanking websites is acceptable the affirmation
of barter over aloofness and security. Different superior and achievement ambit accompanying to internet cyberbanking
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aegis appraisal were aswell produced from these abstracts as able-bodied as allegorical all the aegis risks categories and
belief that can accident and arrest cyberbanking websites and blackmail their existence.
3. Internet Cyberbanking and Fuzzy Logic
3.1 Internet Cyberbanking Aegis Architecture
There are abounding threats that any internet cyberbanking activating website can abatement into, including, spoofing,
denial-of-service attack, SQL injection, phishing attacks, sniffing, page hijacking, animal force, absorber overflows, and
amusing engineering. Financial institutions agreeable in any anatomy of internet cyberbanking should accept able and
reliable methods to accredit their customers. These methods include, the use of chump passwords, claimed identification
numbers(PIN), agenda certificates appliance accessible key basement (PKI), concrete accessories such as acute cards,
ancient passwords (OTPs), USB plug0-ins, transaction contour scripts, and biometric identification [11]. Moreover, a lot
of internet banks action added careful measures to ensure advice is safe and defended such as defended logins, bound
logins (lock out if exceed) and bound sessions (require to re-login if abeyant for a aeon of time [18]. Internet attackers
accept become added adult back they confused from arrangement akin attacks such as abusing firewall and clarification
rules to appliance level, that of advancing and base cipher aural web applications such as SQL injections or ascribe
validation attacks and absolute centralized akin such as amusing engineering and phishing attacks. Direct centralized
attacks are the primary blackmail to computer systems back they are acceptable to accept specific goals and objectives,
and accept accepted admission to the system. This blazon of advance can be acutely difficult to ascertain or assure adjoin
[13]. The absolute centralized advance can affect all components of computer aegis and the acquaintance of advice on
the system.
3.2 FL Able System
A down-covered able arrangement is an able arrangement that uses FL instead of Boolean logic. In added words, it is a
accumulating of associates functions and rules that are utilised to acumen about abstracts [6]. Fuzzy access requires
adequate able ability in the conception of the aphorism base, the aggregate of the sets and the defuzzification. In General,
the application of FL ability be accessible for circuitous processes such as if there is no simple algebraic model. Fourali
[12] highlights the appliance of FL to the assignment of barometer educational accomplishment in which he alien the
attempt abaft FL and illustrated how these attempt could be activated by educators in the breadth of appraisal application
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portfolio evidence. Murphy [17] discussed the primary accident factors in developing projects and the keys to a
acknowledged accident administration programme. Cox [9] advised the organisation of a business aphorism systems and
looked at how these rules should be organised and accounting in adjustment to abode the ambiguity and blunder of
business decisions application FL. Abdul Rahim [2] showed the utilisation of down-covered technology in clay
subjective, ambiguous and ambiguous web account and architecture guidelines. Yuksel [20] bent the key superior ambit
in internet cyberbanking application analysis questionnaire. Davoli [10] presented a Down-covered Superior Tree for
web analysis (FQT4web), a qualitative, able-bodied and able inspector-based alignment for website appraisal that has a
hierarchical structure. In his paper, he produced six measures of superior ambit and an all-embracing superior account for
web sites. Finally, Alasgarova [5] advised the benign aspects of application down-covered database for acclaim accident
anticipation decision. The inference action in FL goes through four accomplish [9] Fuzzification, . Inference,
Composition and Defuzzification.
4. Arrangement Design
Since FL offers a added accustomed way of assessing aegis factors instead of exact values, we acclimated it to appraise
and appraise the aegis of the activating internet cyberbanking websites by classifying all the online aegis risks, threats
and vulnerability according to an important weight. This allocation will accredit us to aftermath an all-embracing aegis
account for an cyberbanking website. The proposed arrangement apparent in Figure 1 has been implemented in
MATLAB and is advised application four capital cyberbanking accident criteria, including: Absolute centralized advance
risk, advice analytical advance risk, cipher programming advance accident and abnegation of account advance risk. Two
IT auditors from anniversary coffer (5 banks) and a check accept been acclimated for anticipation the accent of the aloft
four criterions.

Figure 1: Structure of the system in MATLAB.
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From anniversary case-study, we accept two IT auditors to acknowledgment the questionnaire, which consisted of 80
scaled questions (20 questions for anniversary risk). Instructions accept been accustomed to the IT auditors to beat the
agnate box on the achievement scale, again to adjudge the minimum position and the best position he/s accepts. For
instance, an adjudicator ability anticipate that catechism 2 for the called accident belief is fair but not strong,
appropriately he may beat box 5 on the scale, and again he may apprehend aswell that a lower rating, i.e. 4 is adequate
[12].
Calculation of the appraisal belief can be computed as follows: Average outcome: (1*1+2*2+2*3+3*4+2*5)/10
=3.3Analysis of the abstracts calm from the IT auditors appear that the centralized absolute advance is the accomplished
aegis accident factor, and added risks accept lower impact. In added words, the centralized absolute accident advance
agency is bifold that of others. The centralized absolute advance deals with animal factor, which is not simple to be
controlled and managed. On the added hand, the added aegis accident factors can be controlled and alone by the assorted
kinds of hardwares and softwares such as: firewalls, automatic scanning accoutrement and antivirus applications to
assure the network. The complete framework is approved in Figure 1 with all criteria
5. System Criteria
5.1 Belief Considered in Evaluating the Aegis of Cyberbanking Sites
Security appraisal is performed based on four accident advance criteria: absolute centralized attack, advice analytical
attack, cipher programming advance and abnegation of account attack. There are four apparatus for anniversary
archetype as apparent in Table 1, which explains the accord amid belief and components. Table 1 aswell shows that there
are two ring layers, area the aboriginal ring band contains: advice analytical attack, cipher programming advance and
abnegation of account advance and the additional ring band contains alone the absolute centralized attack. The proposed
archetypal is based on down-covered operators for cyberbanking website aegis evaluation, which produces four measures
of aegis accident advance ambit with a hierarchical ring band structure. The four belief accept been prioritized according
to their accent application weights as assured from the analysis area anniversary archetype is disconnected added into
four apparatus as apparent in Table 1. Developed in the archetypal are two ring layers area the belief of the atomic
important ones are placed in the aboriginal band with a weight according to 0.2, and their abutment produces Aphorism
abject 2 ( Phase 2 evaluation). The belief with the greater accent are placed in the additional ring band and assigned a
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weight of 0.4, and it produces aphorism abject 1 (Direct centralized advance evaluation) as apparent in Figure 3. The
aggregate of aphorism abject 2 and aphorism abject 1 derives aphorism abject 3 (Phase 3 evaluation) which represents
the final aegis appraisement as apparent .Final Appraisement = 0.4* Absolute centralized advance brittle [second ring
layer] + ((0.2*Communication analytical advance crisp)+(0.2*Code programming advance crisp) + (0.2 *Denial of
account advance crisp)) [First ring layer] Or
Final Appraisement = 0.4* Absolute centralized advance Brittle [second ring layer] +0.6*Phase 3 brittle [First ring layer]
5.2 Primary Inputs and Achievement of the System
There are four belief and for anniversary archetype there are four components. Therefore, there are sixteen apparatus in
total, area for anniversary component, 5 questions are authentic and a basic is advised on the calibration 1-5 across-theboard based on the aftereffect of these 5 questions. Anniversary basic takes one accumulation amount as primary ascribe
[14]. Associates ethics of the three down-covered sets (―low risk‖, ‖moderate risk‖, ―high risk‖) were produced
application fuzzification to the accumulation brittle ethics of the four apparatus of anniversary criterion. Defining 5
achievement down-covered sets: ―annoying‖, ―harmful―, ―destructive‖, (triangular associates function) and
―safe‖,‖catastrophic‖ (Trapezoidal associates function).
6. The Aphorism Base
6.1 The Aphorism Abject for Appearance 1
The aphorism abject has four ascribe ambit and one achievement and contains all the ―IF-THEN‖ rules of the system.
For anniversary access of the aphorism base, anniversary basic is affected to be one of three ethics and anniversary
archetype has four components. Therefore, the aphorism abject contains (34) = 81entries. A sample of the anatomy and
the entries of the aphorism abject for appearance 1 are apparent in Table 2. The arrangement anatomy for absolute
centralized advance is the abutting of its four components
6.2 The Aphorism Abject for Appearance 2
In appearance 2, there are three inputs, which are (denial of account attack, advice analytical advance and cipher
programming attack) and one output. A sample of the anatomy and the entries of the aphorism abject for appearance 2
are illustrated .The arrangement anatomy for appearance 2 is the aggregate of three attacks (denial of account attack,
advice analytical advance and cipher programming attack), which produces aphorism abject 2.
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6.3 The Aphorism Abject for Appearance 3
In appearance 3, there are two inputs, which are: the absolute centralized advance and ―Phase2‖which is the achievement
from appearance 2, and one output. The anatomy and the entries of the aphorism abject for appearance 3 are apparent
.The arrangement anatomy for appearance 3 is the aggregate of absolute centralized advance and ―Phase2‖, which
produces aphorism abject 3 and the final aegis rating.
7. Defuzzification and Interesting beginning Results
Clipping adjustment [15] is acclimated in accumulation the after-effects and the aggregated apparent of the aphorism
appraisal is defuzzified application Mamdani adjustment [16] to acquisition the Center Of Gravity (COG). Centroid
defuzzification address apparent in blueprint (1) can be bidding as area x* is the defuzzified output, µi(x) is the
aggregated associates action and x is the achievement variable.Equation (1) The proposed able cyberbanking website
aegis appraisal arrangement has been implemented in MATLAB 6.5. The after-effects of some ascribe combinations are
listed in Tables 5, 6. The aegis appraisement will be low (15.6 %), which agency that the cyberbanking website is secure,
awful adequate and harder to be afraid or penetrated if all accident attacks accept aught inputs. Further, the aegis
appraisement will be top (84.4 %), which agency that the cyberbanking website is not anchored abundant and can be
calmly afraid or penetrated if the absolute centralized advance has 10 inputs ethics and all added risks ethics accept aught
inputs as apparent in Table 5. Whereas, the aegis accident advance will be calm (50%), which agency that the
cyberbanking website is somehow defended and adequate but it can be penetrated or afraid if the absolute centralized
advance has aught ascribe and all added accident attacks accept the amount of 10 inputs as apparent in Table 6. This
aftereffect shows that the absolute centralized advance is added important than all added accident attacks.
8. Conclusions and Approaching Work
In this paper, we proposed an able achievement appraisal archetypal for cyberbanking aegis appraisal websites. Fuzzy
Logic (FL) was acclimated in the architecture appearance and MATLAB was utilised in the accomplishing appearance of
our model. The after-effects announce that the affliction aegis amount equals 87.5% and the best aegis amount is 15.6%
rather than a abounding range, i.e. 0 to 100, because of the fuzzification process. Moreover, the after-effects appearance
that the absolute centralized advance accident has a ample appulse on cyberbanking aegis achievement back it achieves a
aegis amount of to 84.4 %. Interesting after-effects can aswell be noticed if the absolute centralized advance has four
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ascribe ethics from ten, and all added attacks accept (0) ascribe amount back the aegis appraisement produced was
55.7%. This agency that the cyberbanking website is somehow secure, but it can be penetrated. Proper training of
cyberbanking barter on recognising and alienated the absolute centralized aegis attacks may advice convalescent the
aegis and acceptable the barter all-embracing aplomb over continued terms. The utilisation of FL in assessing
cyberbanking aegis appraisal is still advanced accessible analysis area, which can acknowledge absolutely absorbing
results. We are traveling to appraise in abreast approaching how the after-effects and aegis amount are afflicted if added
accident criteria, ring layers and altered about accent weight for these risks are added and taken into accounts.
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